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This story is about 8 sages between 1250 and 1780 who
discovered and published insights regarding lung air and blood. Five
of these were unknown to western science historians until
rediscovered and published in the last century.
Ibn al-Nafis 1213-1288
Ibn
al-Nafis,
a
Syrian
physician, anatomist and
author, became the Egyptian
sultan’s doctor and chief of a
small Cairo hospital. In 1250
AD he correctly described the
pulmonary circulation and the
blood color change in a single
sentence “Pulmonary arterial
blood passes through invisible
pores in the lung where it
mingles with air to form the
vital spirit and then passes
through the pulmonary vein
to reach the left chamber of
the heart.” Vital spirit was a
term used by Galen about 200
AD to refer to red (arterialized) blood. al-Nafis clearly understood
both the pulmonary complex circulation and its use of air 400 years
before William Harvey. al-Nafis was also the world’s first author to
write both Sci-Fi stories and humorous theological novels. He
published over 100 medical books. His extensive research was
unknown in the West until 19241,2. It was found by an Egyptian
medical historian named Muhyo Al-Deen in the Prussian state library
in Berlin.
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Michael Servetus

1511-1553

The
next
forgotten
discoverer, a 16th century
polymath in France named
Michael Servetus, was
educated in anatomy and
physiology in Paris. We
now know that he also
understood the complex
pulmonary circulation, but
that
discovery
was
unknown until 1953 – a
very long story I will
describe later. He was also
trained as a lawyer, wrote
poetry, and was an expert
cartographer. As a teenager, he was deeply
impressed with Luther’s
and
Calvin’s
new
“Reformation” ideas. He
carefully examined the
Bible and repeatedly wrote
over the next two decades
that it did not support the
Catholic doctrines, adopted
in the third century, of
infant baptism or the
Trinity doctrine of God as
Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
He often pestered Calvin by
mail about his ideas of real
reformation.
Although
Servetus was for years the
archbishop’s physician, he
was threatened by both
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Catholic and Protestant leaders. To avoid the inquisition or
execution, he changed his name and moved to Strasbourg.
In 1553, under a surname, he published a book of his plan
for reforming Christianity titled “Christianismi Restitutio”. He
sent Calvin the book without signing it. Calvin soon realized
that he had written it and then threatened publicly to have him
killed for heresy. Catholic inquisition leaders burned him in
effigy. The death threats led
him to plan an escape from
Strasbourg to safety in Italy.
While en route through
Geneva,
he
rashly
and
inexplicably snuck, incognito,
into Calvin’s church. He was
recognized,
reported
and
arrested. He was jailed by
order of Geneva’s government
at Calvin’s request. After 2
months in prison, with
agreement of all Swiss cantons,
Servetus was declared guilty of
heresy. He was burned at the
stake in Geneva, with a copy of
his book strapped to his leg.
Calvin ordered burning of all
available copies of his book.
His martyrdom and his book
were generally forgotten.
World attention was drawn
to Michael Servetus in 1900
when a French historian of
heretic martyrs, August Dide,
was elected French Senator.
He proposed a monument in Geneva to France’s most famous
heretic, Servetus.
His supporters raised funds and
commissioned Clothilde Roch, a pupil of Rodin, to sculpt
Servetus suffering in Geneva’s prison.
Roch finished it in
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1907. But the Calvinist Geneva town council refused to mount
a memorial of a heretic. Instead, Dide got it mounted 4 km
across the Geneva border in the town of Annemasse, France,
taunting the Calvinists. The Vichy government melted it down
in 1942 because Servetus was a supporter of freedom of
conscience.
In 2011, for Servetus’
500th birthday, Clothilde
Roch’s
original
clay
model was used again to
recast
the
elegant
sculpture of the jailed,
suffering Servetus and
erect it near the site of
his execution beside
Geneva
University
Hospital. Geneva’s nowsecular town council
approved.
The Local
Calvinist church officials
were aware of, but did
not attend the ceremony.
In the early 1940s,
Roland Bainton, Yale
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, began studying everything he could find about
Servetus. He borrowed one of only 3 known surviving copies of
Servetus’ 1553 book. In 1953, to acknowledge the 400th
anniversary of Servetus’ martyrdom, Bainton published
“Hunted Heretic: The Life and Death of Michael Servetus.”3
Servetus’s correct description of the pulmonary circulation
was found hidden in that copy of his book by Josep Trueta, a
brilliant Spanish physician. It was published in the Yale J Biol
Med in 1948.4
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Roland Bainton 1894-1984

Josep Trueta 1897–1977

Servetus had written: “This communication is not mediated
via the median septum of the heart, as it is habitually thought;
on the contrary, the subtle blood is transferred from the right
ventricle, in a brilliant way, by following a long circuit through
the lungs, which submits it into a transformation, in order for
the blood to come out colored red: the arterial vein [now called
the pulmonary artery] transports it into the venous artery
[now pulmonary vein]. From that moment on, the blood is
mixed in that very same venous artery with the inhaled air in
order to become re-purified from all fuliginous [e.g. sooty]
materials during expiration.”
Michael Sendivogius was the third oxygen discoverer,
unknown to science until the end of the 20th century. He was
born in 1566 into a wealthy noble Polish family. In the 1590s
he was a respected alchemist in Prague at the open-minded
court of Rudolf II.
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Michael Sendivogius 1566-1636

He studied medicine, science
and alchemy in half a dozen
European Universities. In
1604, in Cracow as the
favorite collaborator of
Polish King Sigismund III
Vasa, also an enthusiastic
alchemist, he wrote (in
secret alchemy language)
that he had discovered that
part of air is a gas used by
the body. He named it the
“Food of Life”. He found it
was the same gas generated
by heating a well known
natural substance used in
gunpowder called ‘nitre’ or
‘saltpetre’ (KNO3). Sendivogius’ writings were widely published and reread for most of
the 17th century. His report was not understood by scientists
of that time who were physicists, not chemists. He was ignored
by science as a fraudulent alchemist gold seeker.
Zbigniew (Andrew) Szydlo

1949-

We now know
that Sendivogius had
discovered oxygen
and a way to make it
in 1604 because in
1994 Polish chemist
in London Andrew
Szydlo rediscovered,
translated and published Sendivogius’
discovery of the
Food of Life in a
book, "Water which
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does not wet hands: The Alchemy of Michael Sendivogius.”7,8
Szydlo teaches chemistry at London’s Highgate school. He is a
very popular lecturer and demonstrator of science to the
English public.

In 1621 Dutch inventor Cornelius Drebbel built a manned
submarine that was propelled submerged down the Thames
from Westminster to Greenwich by invisible rowers. The
audience included king James I and a horde of viewers. Drebbel
never revealed the secret of providing good air for rowers.
Some believed that he made large barrels of oxygen by
Sendivogius’ method of heating saltpetre and stored them in
the submarine, opening them one at a time as needed. Other
observers thought they could see little floats on the water
suggesting that the rowers were inhaling air through snorkels.
That sounds more likely to me.
In 1662 Robert Boyle wrote that he had spoken with a
mathematician who had been on the submarine and told him
that Drebbel had a chemical liquor to replace the quintessence
of air. Although Sendivogius’ books were read by both Isaac
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Newton and Robert Boyle, they were physicists who didn’t
understand chemistry. The only chemists were alchemists,
usually fraudulent. The significance of Sendivogius’ discovery
of oxygen was not understood and forgotten and unknown.
John Mayow 1641-1679
In 1668, after studying
with Robert Boyle in
Oxford,
John
Mayow
published a book in which
he reported that 1/5th of
air was consumed during
breathing and in fire. He
named it spiritus nitroaereus. He stated that it
was used to provide both
body heat and energy.
Boyle and Newton failed
to understand Mayow’s
chemistry
and
its
significance.
Georg Ernst Stahl

1660-1734

Mayow apparently was
unaware of, and did not
cite Sendivogius’ 60-yearold alchemy. Mayow was a
too-early real chemist who
had no audience of
chemists
who
could
understand his findings.
His
chemistry
was
forgotten when phlogiston
was popularized over the
next few years. Phlogiston
seemed to prove Mayow’s
discoveries irrelevant.
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The phlogiston theory was developed between 1668 and
1703, in Halle, Germany. A prominent physician and chemist,
Georg Ernst Stahl, postulated that everything flammable
contains phlogiston that is released into air when burned.
Lacking any other theory, his fame as a physician made
phlogiston the universally accepted explanation of fire and
respiration. In that theory, air was not needed. Phlogiston was
science’s worst blunder ever, and its final rejection almost a
century later is a latter part of my story.
Donald Proctor 1914-2006
Three
hundred
years
later
Mayow’s discovery of oxygen was reintroduced to modern science by
Johns Hopkins anesthesiologist and
otolaryngologist Donald Proctor in
“History of Breathing Physiology”, in
19959.

Carl Wilhelm Scheele

1742-1786

The fifth discoverer, Scheele,
a brilliant Swedish apothecary,
published important chemistry
studies of metals in the late
1760s. In 1770, he became the
scientific director of the great
Locke pharmacy firm in
Uppsala. He collaborated with
the famous Professor of
Chemistry Torbern Bergman
who had been elected to both
the Royal Swedish Academy of
Science and a Fellow of the
Royal Society in London for his
studies of various metals.
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Torbern Bergman 1735-1784.
Scheele’s many important
discoveries
were
translated to Latin by
Bergman for publication in
Nova Acta.
In April 1774, Antoine
Lavoisier sent copies of his
new chemistry textbook to
Bergman with a copy for
Scheele whose work he
greatly admired.
On April 30th, 1774
Scheele wrote to thank
Lavoisier for the book gift
and told him that in 1771
he had discovered how to
make a new gas he called fire air. It brightened a flame. It also
supported life in a mouse in a sealed bottle. It didn’t fit
phlogiston. He asked Lavoisier to explain it. Lavoisier never
answered.
Only 3 months later on August first, 1774, Priestley reported
his discovery of the same gas. When Scheele saw Priestley’s
note in the Royal Society bulletin he realized it was too late
claim credit. Scheele had no proof of his priority so his
discovery of oxygen was ignored and forgotten.
Over the next 2 years Scheele became one of the world’s
greatest experimental chemists. He discovered 7 elements and
much new chemistry. On February 4, 1775, he was elected to
membership in the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences
although his discovery of oxygen was unknown and still
unpublished. This great honor (with the King of Sweden
attending) had never before or since been given to an
apothecary. Over 15 years he published 48 chemistry
discoveries.
In 1777 he published a book of all his
discoveries10. Scheele died at age 44, probably from tasting all
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his discoveries one of which was sold widely as Scheele’s green
cake frosting. Its green color came from arsenic (a poison).
Edouard Grimaux 1835-1900

In 1890 the French historian
Edouard Grimaux claimed that
he had been shown Scheele’s
letter to Lavoisier. He published
the text.
But he said he was
unable to show it to any other
scholar because the private
owner had withdrawn it11.

The Grimaux report led
Swedes to mount a Scheele
sculpture by John Börjeson in
1892 in Stockholm’s Skulpturparken.
Elsewhere the
unavailability of public access
to Scheele’s letter caused his
claimed priority in oxygen’s
discovery to be again ignored.
A century after the Grimaux publication of the Scheele
letter, in 1993, various Lavoisier artifacts were donated to the
French Academy of Science to avoid taxation.
This book-like box of Marie Anne Lavoisier’s nécessaires was
found to contain Scheele’s letter. It was hidden for 219 years
by Lavoisier’s wife’s brother’s descendants. They must have
been aware that Lavoisier had read Scheele’s letter and used
Scheele’s methods without acknowledgement, inferring that he
had plagiarized Scheele.
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Marie Ann Lavoisier’s nécessaires hid Scheele’s letter for 219 years

Joseph Priestley 1733-1804
Now finally I turn to the
sixth discoverer, Joseph
Priestley,
a
Unitarian
minister, who has long been
called the discoverer of
oxygen. In the 1750s and
1760s, he preached antiestablished church ideas so
passionately that several
dissenter churches fired
him soon after hiring him.
Priestley
then
taught
science
and
English
grammar at Warrington
Academy
where
he
published
a
grammar
textbook widely used for over 50 years. He helped make it the
finest academy in England and it became “the cradle of
Unitarianism”.
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Benjamin Franklin

1705-1790

Franklin was in
London as unofficial
ambassador from the
colonies in the 1760’s,
trying to persuade
parliament to reduce
the Stamp Act tax. He
befriended Priestley
and provided books on
electricity and some
apparatus. They remained close friends.
Franklin
persuaded
the Royal Society to
elect
Priestley
to
membership at age 33
in 1766 partly because
Priestley had published an authoritative and popular text
on electricity in 1763.
In 1767, as minister
to the wealthy liberal
Mill
Hill
chapel
congregation in Leeds,
he established a science
laboratory in his home.
Living next to a
brewery, he became
interested in the gas
(CO2) that brewing
produced. He discovered in 1768 how to use it
to make soda water
(windy water) more
cheaply than importing Pyrmont water. Nominated by
Benjamin Franklin, Priestley was awarded the Copley medal in
1773.
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2nd Earl of Shelburne 1737–1805
Encouraged by Franklin
in 1772, the 2nd Earl of
Shelburne
employed
Priestley as a tutor and
offered him a laboratory
in his Bowood orangerie,
now a museum, with
funds for research, and
homes for his family in
Calne and London.
The UK and US
anesthesia
history
societies
visited
Bowood in 1999 during
a joint meeting in
Bristol.
Priestley’s
laboratory is beyond
the pillars on the left.
The Bowood Orangerie art museum
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Here on August 1, 1774, Priestley discovered how to
generate a new gas by heating red mercuric calc (oxide). He
showed that a mouse could live longer in it than in air in a
sealed bottle. He found that a smoldering ember burst into
flame when thrust into the new gas.
Antoine Lavoisier 1743-1794

Priestley
thought
in
phlogiston terms so he
called it dephlogisticated
air. He promptly published
in the Royal Society news12.
Priestley later wrote
that in October 1774, in
Paris, Lavoisier invited him
to dinner with other
scientists. He described his
discovery of the new gas.
Lavoisier never acknow-
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ledged or thanked him for his visit or help.
In 1775, after Priestley’s letters were published by the Royal
Society, Lavoisier began to intensely study many chemical
actions of this new gas. In 1777, believing (incorrectly) that it
was a component of all acids, he named it principe oxigene from
Greek oxi for sharp or acid. He continued to refer to it as
‘eminently breathable air’ or ‘vital air’. Over the next 8 years,
despite learning a great deal of new chemical actions of this
new gas, Lavoisier was still not able to prove whether it was a
new element or a compound. The phlogiston theory seemed
wrong to him but he couldn’t disprove it13.
Henry Cavendish 1731-1810
In 1766, Henry Cavendish, a very
shy experimental chemist and
physicist in London, discovered how
to generate inflammable gas by
putting iron filings in acid14. He
demonstrated burning this new gas
to Priestley who noticed that dew
appeared on the flask walls.
Cavendish’s analysis of the dew found
it was pure water. He sent a note
about this to the Royal Society in
1779.
All who read his report
assumed it to be a mistake because
water had been ‘known’ since
antiquity to be an element and thus
couldn’t be generated.
Cavendish’s colleague Charles Blagden, a noted physicist,
was about to become the leader of the Royal Society in
England. He was puzzled by the Cavendish finding of
generating water but knew that Cavendish was too careful to
publish a mistake. In 1783 Blagden went to visit Lavoisier on
behalf to the Royal Society to tell him about the Royal Society’s
interest in the widely disbelieved Cavendish discovery. He was
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able to persuade Lavoisier to try burning inflammable gas in a
glass cylinder to confirm or deny Cavendish’s claim.
Charles Blagden 1748-1820
On June 24, 1783,
Lavoisier, with 8 other
chemists watching carefully
generated
and
burned inflammable gas,
expecting
to
prove
Cavendish wrong.
When water appeared,
Lavoisier was stunned.
He was then forced to
realize that the universal
belief that water was an
element was wrong.
He declared: “Inflammable air and vital air are
elements. Water is a
compound made of them”.
He promptly named
inflammable air hydrogen, fitting his name of
vital air “oxygen”. With this new discovery about water, and
the proof that oxygen was a new element, he was able to
demolish the phlogiston theory and begin investigations of
oxygen reactions leading to his great revolution of chemistry.
By 1788, at age 45 Lavoisier finished writing his great
treatise Elements of Chemistry15. In celebration, his wife Marie
Anne, at age 29, commissioned a portrait by France’s greatest
artist of the time, Jacques Louis David. He charged perhaps the
highest artistic fee of all time, 7000 livres, about a quarter
million US dollars, for this now famous double portrait. It is 2.6
meters tall. It is well worth a visit to the Met in NYC where it
dominates a room of French painters of the late 1700s.
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Lavoisier was a polymath with a law degree, expert
cartographer, and supporter of the metric system. He
organized the banking system. But what to say about some of
his faults? In his Elements of Chemistry Lavoisier falsely
wrote “this species of air was discovered almost at the same
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time by Mr. Priestley, Mr. Scheele, and myself.” This statement
was not only a lie but written proof that he had read but never
acknowledged Scheele’s 1774 letter. Priestley denounced
Lavoisier for borrowing his findings as if he had discovered
them.
Born into a wealthy family, Lavoisier became even richer
by buying a partnership as a despised tax collector (farmer).
Lavoisier built a hated wall around Paris to insure that
incoming merchants would pay taxes.
Jean Paul Marat 1743-1793

As editor of the reports of the Academy
of Science in the early 1770s, he had
belittled and rejected the work of an
aspiring academician, Jean Paul Marat,
making a bitter enemy. During the French
Revolution, the now radical revolutionary
Marat would repeatedly demand in
newspapers that Lavoisier be guillotined
as among the worst of the ancien régime.

On May 8, 1794, the Revolutionary Tribunal tried, convicted
and beheaded him.
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Now to step back to Priestley’s career after his discovery of
oxygen.
In 1780, Lord Shelburne, having joined the
government, was about to become prime minister. He was
increasingly embarrassed by Priestley’s anti-established
church religious views, sermons and writing. Shelburne
therefore offered Priestley an attractive pension, helping him
move to Birmingham as minister to England’s most opulent
large liberal intellectual dissenting New Meeting Unitarian
congregation.
Erasmus Darwin 1731-1802
The Lunar Society in Birmingham,
founded by Erasmus Darwin (Charles’
grandfather) also helped Priestly to
move. Priestley joined the group.
They called their group the lunar
society because they met monthly on
the full moon so their horses could
find their way home. Eventually
others called the group the Lunatic
society.
Priestley became the “furious free
thinker” of the British Enlightenment.
He strongly preached in favor of the
American revolution and after Bastille
day, the French revolution, angering
both church and state.
Two years after Bastille Day, in
Birmingham, on July 14, 1791, a
“church and crown mob” gathered to
stone the Lunatics as they finished a
dinner celebrating the French
revolution. The liberals finished and
left early so the mob was too late.
Angered, they invaded Priestley’s
wine cellar, got drunk, burned Priestley’s home and laboratory,
four Unitarian churches and 27 dissenter homes.
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Priestley fled on horseback and then coach to London
where he preached in Hackney. In 1794, as England and France
were on the verge of war, Priestley’s support of the French
revolution prompted him to escape to America. He settled first
in Philadelphia, then the capitol, where Jefferson attended his
sermons.
In 1794 he and his wife
designed and constructed
this home, library and
laboratory in Northumberland PA on the banks of
the Susquehanna River,
planning to found a college.
In
1800
Priestley
curiously published a 90
page “scientific” defense of
the phlogiston theory 17
years
after
it
was
demolished by Lavoisier
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and abandoned by all other scientists. In 1803 he described
himself as an exhausted volcano. He died in 1804 in
Northumberland at age 71. The American Chemical Society
was founded here in 1874, the centenary of Priestley’s
discovery of oxygen16.

Now in summary, we know that al-Nafis in 1250 and
Servetus before 1553 accurately described the pulmonary
circulation, and Sendivogius in 1604 and Mayow in 1668
accurately described oxygen, its consumption in fire and life,
and its importance. All these four sages had no effect on the
later discovery and understanding because phlogiston misled
every scientist and also because chemistry had not yet become
a science. Fortunately, their publications were saved in a few
libraries long enough for contemporary scientists and
historians to rediscover their publications.
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The last four excellent chemists contributed to the oxygen
story between 1771 and 1783. However, Scheele’s letter,
written in 1774, proving his priority in 1771, was hidden for
219 years. He now is known as the first “modern” discoverer of
oxygen and its consumption in life and fire. But he chose to
delay publishing it due to its conflict with phlogiston. Priestley
a few years later without knowing about Scheele’s work, made
the same discovery and immediately published it. They both
sought understanding by describing their methods and
findings to Lavoisier who used their discoveries without
crediting them or fully understanding their findings. Yet
Lavoisier’s appropriation of his predecessor’s findings
accomplished what they were unable to do – it led to a
radically new and true way of understanding nature. He had,
in Newton’s image, stood on the shoulders of giants for the
glimpse of a new world, and he made the most of it.
A decade later, the Royal Society sent their president to
Paris to persuade Lavoisier to test and explain the Cavendish
report. When he generated water by flame, he realized its
meaning. That moment proved to be the most important single
experimental observation of science because it revealed two
new elements, solved Lavoisier’s dilemma, corrected
everyone’s error of water’s nature and falsified phlogiston.
This moment initiated the major Kuhnian paradigm shift of
chemical science17.
Henry Cavendish had bravely published an observation that
other scientists called impossible. Encyclopedia Britannica
calls Cavendish the greatest experimental and theoretical
English chemist and physicist of his age18.
But no one of the eight can now be called
the discoverer of oxygen.
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Credits: Milton Djuric, the history editor at Williams College, greatly assisted me
with both the history and text. Martyna Elas, biochemist, Krakow University, after
hearing my oxygen history talk at the 2013 ISOTT lecture in Hanover, NH, in called
my attention to Michael Sendivogius, and Andrew Szydlo’s 1994 publication of his
discovery. Nobelist Cornell Professor Roald Hoffmann sent me a copy of his photo
of the rediscovered Scheele letter to Lavoisier.
In April, 2016, after my presentation of this story at the 2016 Experimental
Biology convention in San Diego, my friend Dr. Joe LaManna informed me of the
printed discovery in 1492 by Leonardo daVinci of his experimental studies of the
role of air in fire. He wrote that air has two components. He found that burning
charcoal placed in an inverted bottle of air with its opening in water removed one
component thus creating an air that extinguished another red hot charcoal. This was
discovered in ancient daVinci notes, finally published by Reti in the Journal of
Chemical Education 29: 590-596, 1952. Reti included the recently rediscovered
sources. LaManna suggested making daVinci a ninth sage!

